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Royyo
Practicality
meets
Elegance
Royyo adds an elegant flair to any space with its pleasing circular
design. Available as a desk lamp, floor lamp or pendant light, its
minimal silhouette houses complex inner technology for a marriage
of form and functionality.

Cielo
Classic & Minimal
These classic pendant lamps can be suspended
individually, in a series, or as a chandelier to cast warm,
even illumination. The larger the grouping, the bolder
the display and the more striking the silhouette.

Bola Disc
Uniquely
Expressive
The Bola Disc LED pendant system pairs elegant opaline
glass with a distinctive range of chromated disc
reflectors that mirror its surroundings, giving the illusion
of weightlessness. Available in four distinct sizes, Bola
Disc can be suspended individually, in series, or as
striking chandelier groupings.

Sub Pendant
Simplicity with
Variety
Boasts a minimalist profile and emits a soft, warm
glow. This allows the pendant to function as both an
ambient light and task light for surfaces below. Sub is
available as a single pendant or striking circular
configuration of 3 or 6 pendants.

Grid
Japanese Inspired
Grid conveys a sense of lightness and weightlessness. Its orderly structured frame of natural wood or clear
acrylic louvers focus warm, ambient, glare-free LED light downward. Suspend Grid individually or in linear
groupings to create stunning configurations of light and shadow.

Swell
Elegant & Flexible
Formed from spun aluminum, Swell features 3 shade designs that pair fluid lines with a radiant brass interior.
They can be mixed and matched to create dynamic groupings for the office. The efficient LED lamps
suspend individually, as a chandelier, or as a flowing string of lamps connected to a single power source.

Z-Bar Pendant
Contemporary
Style
Unique and customizable pendant fixture that
can connect and float according to your
preferences. Without compromising energy
efficiency, the modular LED light bars can be
fashioned into the shape needed to best
illuminate your space. Choose from one of the
many standard configurations or build your own
using the dedicated web app.

BuzziJet

Buzzi Moon
The Bright Side

A beautiful design conceals the technical features that make BuzziMoon unique. This diffused downlight in an
acoustical solution offers the best of both worlds for general lighting in noisy surroundings. A variety of
fabrics and three-dimensional patterns add to the sphere’s visual impact. An opaque diffuser gives BuzziMoon
its namesake “full moon” appeal.

Belmont

Light for Life

BuzziShade
A Shade of Light

Prevent eavesdroppers from hearing your private conversations and reduces external noise levels to
a minimum. This noise-reducing pendant accommodates the demand for both sound absorption
and light.

Belmont has a reductive, yet iconic form that
creates a natural canvas for an exquisite array
of shade textiles, while solid oak details create
a sense of fine hand-craftsmanship. The fully
dimmable LED lamp casts both direct and
indirect light to bring comfortable warmth
and sophistication to any social setting for up
to 50,000 hours.

Bola Felt

Playfully Alluring
Bola Felt features an opaline glass diffuser
topped with a charmingly expressive,
felted, conical shade with two
undulating layers of colored wool, offering
both warmth and excellent acoustics. Use
Bola Felt individually or in spectacular
groupings to create a lasting impression in
any social space.

Tube Top
Magnetic Personality
Playing with traditional form, Tube Top combines
a transparent, sculpted acrylic base to support its
lightweight mesh shade intension, allowing the
shade to appear to float freely while providing a
warm glow of ambient LED light.

Ramen
Elegant Playfulness

Z-Bar Wall Sconce
Direct the Light
It can be utilized to highlight artwork or a mirror. Mounted solo, it can be appreciated as its own work of
modern art. It can be hung horizontally, vertically, even diagonally on a wall or ceiling. The slim LED bar is
rotatable, allowing users freedom to direct the light.

Suitable for indoor or
outdoor use, this unique
sconce will brighten its
surrounding environment
with both elegance and
playfulness.

Clamp
Wherever you
Need it
Designed for simplicity and engineered for
sustainability, Clamp desk and floor lamps combine the
beauty of North American hardwood with the brilliance
and energy efficiency of LED technology. Components
work together to provide 360 degree adjustment, while
focusing warm, diffused light where it’s needed—from
private offices to touchdown spaces and reading rooms.

Contour
Intelligent & highly
Efficient
The slender extruded aluminum frame of Contour
lighting captures warm, fully dimmable, and glare-free
illumination. It also serves as a resting place for
belongings. Highly efficient, the LED array has a 50,000
hour rated lifespan. Contour features a woven fabric or
premium hardwood interior, as well as a USB charging
port.

Lana

Magnetic Personality
A fusion of craft and advanced manufacturing, Lana
attaches to metal surfaces via a unique magnetic LED
module. The shade can also adapt from table, wall, and
floor standing applications to complement a variety
of settings with 360 degrees of rotation and unlimited
height adjustment. Full-range dimming, a
touch-sensing switch, and light level memory add to the
features that give Lana its ultimate flexibility.

Tube Top

The Right Light
Playing with traditional form, Tube Top combines a transparent, sculpted
acrylic base to support its lightweight mesh shade intension, allowing the
shade to appear to float freely while providing a warm glow of ambient LED
light.

Contour
Light with a View
Contour’s revealing and elegant open
framed architecture captures warm LED
illumination within a remarkably slender
extruded aluminum structure. Intelligent
and highly efficient, Contour’s minimalist
design has been refined to the bare
essentials, creating a rich interior space for
your personal belongings while providing
an unobstructed view of its surroundings.

Super Light
Super Slim Design
Seemingly gravity defying, Superlight has a playful
design with the appearance of near weightlessness. Its
full three-axis range of motion at each joint and fluid
motion in every direction afford easy positioning of
warm, glare-free LED light exactly where you need it.

Tube Top

Multiple Uses

Playing with traditional form, Tube Top combines a transparent, sculpted
acrylic base to support its lightweight mesh shade intension, allowing the
shade to appear to float freely while providing a warm glow of ambient LED
light.

Giraffa

Playfully Intelligent
Friendly and functional, Giraffa’s versatile design is
at home anywhere, curled up with a book, atop a
nightstand or on your desk.

Uma
Tote
Anywhere
you Go
Enjoy warm LED lighting and 360degree high-fidelity surround sound at
the office, in a collaboration area,
conference room, or social space.
Control music selection and volume
via Bluetooth from any mobile device.
Every UMA lantern includes both a tan
and a grey leather strap and a premium
cotton travel bag for additional
protection.

Circa
Redefining Illumination
Revolutionary yet familiar, Circa table, floor, and pendant
lamps shed balanced ambient light in an infinite number of
positions. With a 45° shade tilt and 360 degree shade rotation,
the circular, flat-panel LED disc moves fluidly above its axis
point. It illuminates with just a touch for 3 levels of intensity. A
USB charging port is integrated into both the floor and table
versions. Perfect for versatile lighting in the office.
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